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Beyond the cave
of my cozy bed
there lies a world
that gives me dread.

Shadows slip beneath the door
and pad along my creaking floor.
In the dark, they take on shapes
of tigers, bears, and hairy apes!

What’s the matter, Tim?
Do you want to talk?

Or say your
prayers?
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Everything’s dandy. I’m feeling carefree!
Nothing’s the matter at all—not with me!

I can’t wear my sneakers.
I’m afraid to go near them.
There are monsters inside.
I know ’cause I hear them.

I hide from the big kids.
I don’t want to look dumb.
What if they say that
I once sucked my thumb?

When it’s time for drama,
I pull out a book.
The curtains make
a cozy nook.

Recess is
a lot to swallow.
Under the slide
makes a secret hollow.

The swimming pool’s crowded
with kids who could sink me.
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For dinner, Dad cooks a vegetable stew.
I dive for the floor. It’s totally ew!
I have to do something to conquer my
Otherwise I think I’ll break out in tears.

fears.

I have a big plan, and I’m going to do it.
I’m becoming a tiger. That’s all there is to it.
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